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About This Content

Tanki X is a multiplayer tank-action game that proves that there’s more to tanks than just thick shells and firepower…A never-
ending excitement in battles, lots of drive, invisible tanks, spider mines, and turret drones - these are only a few things that make

the game truly special. The Steam pack will grant its owner a quick access to everything that makes our game stand out in the
crowd of its genre. The pack is flexibly assembled to suit players with various needs, whether you’re the type that does not want
to waste time on unlocking turrets, hulls, or modules, the type that likes to tune the look of his tank, or the type that is looking

for advantageous special offers that include popular items and in-game currency.
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The pack includes:

The «Red Amber» paint ...which is available exclusively in the Steam pack.

500 x-crystals ...to have something to spend in our in-game store.

10 Hackers containers ...to unlock or/and upgrade modules.

1 XT Container ...that includes the most popular skins in Tanki X.

5000 crystals ...to upgrade or tune the look of your tank.

2 Camouflage Containers ...a few additional camouflage paints for your collection.

Save 50% on this offer!

Attention! You can only buy 1 pack per Tanki X account. You will not be compensated if you buy two identical or even
different packs, containing the same turrets, hulls, skins, or other items that you already own on your account. The items that

come with this pack, will be added to the account that you log into via Steam.
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Title: Tanki X: Steam Pack
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
AlternativaPlatform
Publisher:
Tanki Online Europe Ltd.
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows ХР (Service Pack 3)

Processor: Intel Core i3 series

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD graphics 4000, 512mb

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Russian
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A lot of game per buck but also something that has been made as web browser games.. 1/5

An unsurprisingly uninspired SHMUP.. Danmaku hell with a superb ost. I rarely ever play singleplayer games, but when I do...
It needs to be perfect.
And this game did it for me, I havent had this much fun since Fallout 3 and Skyrim combined.
10/10 IGN. just needs spectator system and i would love it
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This is a reliable .dae viewer... which makes it good for sketchup users.

It seems to choke a bit on large models... frame rates drop.

I would like to see, better lighting... the lighting is rather flat! Also, some models load with geometry issues.

Finally, the file selector suffers from a problem where for directories with many files... the slider FLYS through the file
structure so fast that it is essentially un-navigable.

Please keep up the good work... and really add some polish to this nice viewer!. They added all of the unit packs now. Now
including Byzantine Units!. A mix of pokemon and bejewled, Gyromancer is part of SquareEnix's initative to branch out and
away from the tried and true Final Fantasy Formula that they've built over the years, and spreading their eggs to other baskets
like this hopefully pays off. The story isn't anything spectacular, but graphically the game is fantastic and the gameplay
addictive. It's different, but not alienating, so give it a try.. its very very fun but i suck at the claw mation it took me 1 hour to
get one bear. 8\/10
Innovative gameplay, Great writing and fascinating lore. Unfortunately, it suffers from a woeful lack of content; I am left
wanting so much more out of this game. If this game had modding support, im sure it would take off like wildfire.

I have a fair number of things to complain about, but nothing in particular breaks the game itself.

1.  The story is interesting, but its only used to tie up the beginning & end of the game- Everything in between is you completing
randomly generated missions that have no connection to each other.

2.  After you learn about all the items and how to use them, the game itself becomes alarmingly vapid and repetitive.

3.  You are allowed to repeatedly re-board ships after being thrown out. This drove me to repeatedly bash myself against
certain problems\/situations until I got it done.

4.  On one of the darker tilesets in particular I frequently found myself mistaking walls as background props. It hasn't gotten
me killed, but it has led to some staggeringly awkward moments.

5.  I feel like the AI should be refined- It doesn't feel too lively and its real easy to exploit. Differing actions & tactics alone
would work wonders to diversify gameplay & expand the applications of certain items.

6.  Grenades are kind of Overpowered- Enemies will just stare at them until they blow up. Crash\/subverter grenades do not
cause them to panick or sound the alarm. Grenades can be bounced around corners and thrown infinite distances. They can
be used to bypass the effects of a Jammer field effortlessly. They also ignore armor.

7.  With so many alternative ways to bypass armor, I basically never used acid traps. Not even once.

8.  I feel like there should be a trade-off between non-AP & AP weapons- As it stands, non-AP weapons are inferior in just
about every way. The Velocity rifle is a good example of said tradeoff- you can't pierce armor, but you can still use it to
push enemies out of windows or behind doors waiting to be locked with the crash beam.

9.  Docking & Travel is... Meh? Its kind of clunky, and there is nothing to explore\/find out there but the occasion random
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ships. Its hard to see why its there for any reason other than to act as a set-up for the mechanics of ship sensors\/pod
damage.. I can relate to Alte, because like her, I am prone to self-destruction.. Good HOG with average graphics and good
storyline. Awesome game!! Can't wait to see it develop more! I just wish people would use the chat before voting :/ other
than that, love it!
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